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Abstract. In [l] we have given a numerical algorithm to solve Feigenbaum’s Equation and the 
corresponding eigenvalue problem. With our algorithm we found many solutions to Feigenbaum’s 
Equation. In [2] we gave some analytic relationships between these solutions. In this paper we 
will give some analytic relationships between eigenfunctions corresponding to related solutions of 
Feigenbaum’s Equation. 
When we say { g(z), cy } is a solution of Feigenbaum’s Equation we mean that g(z) satis- 
fies Feigenbaum’s Equation and the corresponding constant is Q. The corresponding eigenvalue 
problem to Feigenbaum’s Equation is 
(DT),h(z!) = -a h g z [ ( (J)+d(g(~)) h(?)] =Xh(z). 
1. ANALYTIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EIGENFUNCTIONS 
CORRESPONDING TO TRANSFORMED SOLUTIONS 
In [2] we proved that if { g(z), cx } is a solution to Feigenbaum’s Equation where g(z) is an 
even function and LY is the corresponding constant, then { &(z), -(-a)” } is also a solution of 
Feigenbaum’s Equation with 4,,(z) = g”(jxl’/“) 1 :aving the same properties as g(z), n can be 
any positive integer. For simplicity, we prove our theorems for the case when n = 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let {g(z), (Y } b e a solution of Feigenbaum’s Equation on [-1, l] with g(0) = 1, 
g(z) an even function and Q the corresponding constant. Let $(E) be an even eigenfunction 
of (DT), with the corresponding eigenvalue X. Define gT,z(z) = g”(m), ffT,2 = +X2, 
tiT,Z(x) = g(m) g(m), then (DT),,,, $T, 2(x> = x $T,2(1), for d 2 in r-1, 11 such that 
&/m4 > 0. 
PROOF. From the assumptions, we have 
= -QT,2 (GT.2 [ST,2 (e)] +&,2 [gT,2 (e)] ‘4’T,2 (3} 
=~2{~T12[g2(~jig)]+g~~2[g2(l/jgg(~j) +(&3)}* 
If I # 0 ( 1 ’ d’ff I 1s I erentiable and since gT,z(z) = g”(m), then 
g&(4 = 2g(47)g’(x&i) (;) 14 -‘I2 sign(z) = g(m) g’(m) jzl-1/2 sign(c). 
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So for all 2 in [-1, l] such that g(fl/o) > 0, we have 
02{$Tp2 [g2 (/M-)] +gk [g2 (/@I g (/iz 
=021g[~g(/iz$l] +[Ig(/iz)l] 
r 
+g [lg(/EJ )I1gf [b (hm I,, (&),I 
=a2(, [g(q)] 1/, [g(e)] 
++J(G)] g+(9)] [g(&)] g 
since g(t) and $J(z) are even functions and g 
since g(z) and II(z) are even functions. 
= 9(X47) P), +tGl> 
= 9(X/M) x MM) = x 7k2(4. 
We are able to demonstrate that g(fi/o) > 0 is satisfied on [-1, l] for the classical solution 
of Feigenbaum’s Equation. As the function g(z) is even, we will only consider the interval [0, 11. 
Since g is strictly decreasing (see [3]) and g(0) = 1, g(1) = -l/o = -l/2.50290.. . , then there 
exists a unique CC* such that g(G/a) = 0. Suppose z* 5 1, then g(G) = --Q g(g(-G/o)) = 
-&g(O) = -_(y < -l/o. This cannot happen since g is strictly decreasing. Hence, there is no 
point 2* in [0, l] where g(+/o) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let { g(z), cx } b e a solution of Feigenbaum's Equation on [-1, l] with g(0) = 1, 
g(z) an even function and o the corresponding constant. Define gT,a(z) = g2(fl), aT,2 = 
2, lC’T 2 k(x) = s$(~) - zk+l sk,2(~), then CDT),,,,, +77,2,k(~) = (-aT,2)-k 4T,2,k(l) 
&zz -l,b,‘1,2, . . .). 
PROOF. From the assumptions we have 
= --aT,2 {dT.?.t [gT,2 (-&)I +&,2 [gW (-&)I +T,%k (-&)} 
= -_aT.2{@ [gT.2 (-&)I -@i (-e) & [gT*2 (-&)I 
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+!A,2 [YT.2 (-&)I [:’ (-$J - (-$Jk+l &2 (-&)I > 
= _cxT,2 (-crT,2)-k-19$+) - 
{ 
(-&)""g;.,[sT.z (-&)I g&2 (-&)} 
=(-w,ap {g;+;(")-2: "+%,2w 
= c-w,2rk &,2,k(Z). 
Similar results hold in the case of the more general transformation g”(]z]‘/“). The proofs of 
the following results are similar to the proofs given above. 
THEOREM 3. Let {g(z), o} b e asolution ofFeigenbaum’s Equation on [-1, l] with g(0) = 1, g(c) 
an even function and a the corresponding constant. Let $(z) be an even eigenfunction of (DT), 
with the corresponding eigenvalue X. Let n be any positive integer. Define gT,n(z) = g”(]zllln), 
aT,n = -(-aY, $‘T,~(z) = [s(14’~“)l”-1 Icl(l4”“), then (DT),,,n +T,~(z) = 
X$T,,(Z) for all 2 in [-1, 11 such that g(]x]‘/“/o) > 0, for even n, and (D~“),,,=$JT,,(z) = 
X GT,~(z) for all z in I-1, l] such that g(z) # 0, for odd R. 
THEOREM 4. Let { g(z), cr } b e a solution of Feigenbaum’s Equation on [-1, l] with g(0) = 
1, g(z) an even function and CY the corresponding constant. Let n be any positive integer. 
Define gT,,,(x) = gn(12111n), a~,,, = -(-o>~, $T,~,~(E) = g;::(z) - zk+lg&,n(x), then 
(D% n $‘T, n, k(x) = (-aT,t~)-~ $T,n,k(Z) (k=-1,0,1,2 ,... ). 
2. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In [l] we gave a very accurate approximation of the classical solution {g(z), o} of Feigenbaum’s 
Equation. The eigenfunction $J(x) of (DT), associated with the eigenvalue 1 can be expressed in 
terms of g(z) as G,(I) = g(z)-” g’(z). With the aid of Maple, an algebraic manipulation software, 
we computed the first 10 coefficients of g(m) $~(m), and have reported them in Table 1. In 
order to illustrate the result reported in Theorem 1, we computed a numerical approximation of 
the eigenfunction ?/‘T, 2(z) of (DT),,, ~ corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 and have also reported 
it in Table 1. We used the algorithm given in [l] but only used quadruple precision, which is the 
highest precision available to us in a Fortran compiler. In Table 1 we only report the numerical 
result up to where roundoff errors occur. 
i 9(&i) $(&I) Numerical approximation of $T, 2 (z) 
1 0 -1.306. . . x lo-l2 
2 -2.543292963208 -2.543292963202.. . 
3 5.336539184907 x 10-r 5.3365391847.. x 10-l 
4 2.329845638041 x 10-l 2.3298456383.. * x lo-' 
5 -6.615478733312 x 1O-2 -6.615478738.. . x 1O-2 
6 1.125009564567 x 1O-3 1.1250096.. . x 1O-3 
7 1.521977582196 x 1O-3 1.52197752 ** * x 10-s 
8 -2.080313305402 x lo-’ -2.080312.. * x lo-’ 
9 -4.7216589138020 x 1O-6 -4.72169.. . x 1O-s 
10 3.7366600606805 x lO-‘j 3.73667 * * * x 10-s 
Table 1. The eigenfunction +‘T, z(z) of (LX),,, 9 corresponding to the eigen- 
value 1, where g(z) and CI are given in [I]. 
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